NOTICE

Date: June 8, 2007  Reference: # CACFP DCH 2007-10
To: Child and Adult Care Food Program-Day Care Homes (CACFP-DCH) Sponsors
Subject: Iron Fortified Infant Formulas That Do Not Require a Medical Statement

Purpose

This Notice REPLACES Notice CACFP DCH 2006-2, Iron Fortified Infant Formulas that Do Not Require a Medical Statement. This Notice provides the most current listing of iron-fortified infant formulas that do not require a medical statement.

Implementation

Immediately

Procedure

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) provides an updated list titled “Iron-fortified Infant Formulas That Do Not Require Medical Statements” that can be found at the following website:
http://www.fns.usda.gov/cnd/Care/Regs-policy/infantmeals/FormulaList.htm

Although a medical statement is not required for the following iron-fortified formulas, you are encouraged to offer the type of formula that the infant’s health care provider has suggested to the infant’s parent (or guardian). If you offer a different type of formula, the infant’s parent may choose to decline the offered formula, and supply another type.

Below is a listing (as of 03/23/2007) of iron-fortified infant formulas that do not require a medical statement.

Milk-based Infant Formulas:

- Mead Johnson Enfamil with Iron
- Mead Johnson Enfamil Gentlease LIPIL
- Mead Johnson Enfamil Lipil with Iron
- Mead Johnson Enfamil AR Lipil
- Mead Johnson Enfamil Lactofree Lipil
- Nestle Good Start Essentials
- Nestle Good Start Supreme
- Nestle Good Start Supreme with DHA & ARA
- Nestle Good Start Supreme with DHA & ARA Natural Cultures
- Nestle NAN
- Nestle NAN with Lipids
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- Ross Similac with Iron
- Ross Similac Advance with Iron
- Ross Similac Lactose Free with Iron
- Ross Similac Lactose Free Advance with Iron
- CG Nutritionals Kirkland Signature with Iron
- PBM (formerly known as Wyeth)-produced private label store brand milk-based infant formulas:
  - AAFES (Army Air Force Exchange Supply) Baby's Choice with Iron
  - AAFES Baby's Choice Infant Formula with Iron and Lipids
  - Albertson's Baby Basics with Iron
  - Albertson's Baby Basics with Iron and Lipids
  - Berkley & Jensen with Iron and Lipids
  - Bright Beginnings with Iron and Lipids
  - CVS with Iron
  - Eckerd with Iron
  - Good Sense with Iron
  - H-E-B Baby with Iron
  - H-E-B Baby with Iron and Lipids
  - Hill Country Fare with Iron
  - Home Best with Iron
  - Home Best with Iron and Lipids
  - Hy-Vee Mother's Choice with Iron
  - Hy-Vee Mother's Choice with Iron and Lipids
  - Kozy Kids with Iron and Lipids
  - Kroger Comforts with Iron
  - Kroger Comforts with Iron and Lipids
  - Little Ones with Iron
  - Market Basket with Iron and Lipids
  - Meijer with Iron
  - Meijer with Iron and Lipids
  - Members Mark with Iron and Lipids
  - Nash Finch Our Family with Iron
  - Pathmark with Iron
  - Pathmark with Iron and Lipids
  - Perfect Choice with Iron
  - Price Chopper with Iron
  - Price Chopper with Iron and Lipids
  - Rite Aid with Iron and Lipids
  - Safeway Select with Iron
  - ShopRite with Iron
  - Target with Iron
  - Target with Iron and Lipids
  - Top Care with Iron
  - Top Care with Iron and Lipids
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- Wal-Mart Parent's Choice with Iron
- Wal-Mart Parent's Choice with Lipids
- Walgreens with Iron
- Walgreens with Iron and Lipids
- Wegman's with Iron
- Wegman's with Iron and Lipids
- Weis Markets with Iron
- Western Family with Iron
- Western Family with Iron and Lipids

Soy-based Infant Formulas:

- Mead Johnson Enfamil ProSobee
- Mead Johnson Enfamil ProSobee Lipil
- Nestle Good Start Essentials Soy
- Nestle Good Start Supreme Soy with Lipids
- Ross Similac Isomil Soy with Iron
- Ross Similac Isomil Advance Soy with Iron
- PBM (formerly known as Wyeth)-produced private label store brand soy-based infant formulas:
  - AAFES Baby’s Choice Soy with Iron
  - AAFES Baby’s Choice Soy with Iron and Lipids
  - Albertson's Baby Basics Soy with Iron
  - Albertson's Baby Basics Soy with Iron and Lipids
  - Bright Beginnings Soy with Iron
  - Bright Beginnings Soy with Iron and Lipids
  - CVS Soy with Iron
  - Good Sense Soy with Iron
  - H-E-B Baby Soy with Iron
  - H-E-B Baby Soy with Iron and Lipids
  - Hill Country Soy with Iron
  - Home Best Soy with Iron
  - Home Best Soy with Iron and Lipids
  - Hy-Vee Mother's Choice Soy with Iron
  - Hy-Vee Mother's Choice Soy with Iron and Lipids
  - Kozy Kids Soy with Iron and Lipids
  - Kroger Comforts Soy with Iron
  - Kroger Comforts Soy with Iron and Lipids
  - Little Ones Soy with Iron
  - Meijer Soy Protein with Iron
  - Nash Finch Our Family Soy with Iron
  - Pathmark Soy with Iron
  - Perfect Choice Soy with Iron
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- Price Chopper Soy with Iron
- Price Chopper Soy with Iron and Lipids
- Safeway Select Soy with Iron
- ShopRite Soy with Iron
- Target Soy with Iron
- Target Soy with Iron and Lipids
- Top Care Soy with Iron
- Top Care Soy with Iron and Lipids
- Wal-Mart Parent's Choice Soy with Iron
- Wal-Mart Parent's Choice Soy with Lipids
- Walgreens Soy with Iron
- Walgreens Soy with Iron and Lipids
- Wegman's Soy with Iron
- Wegman's Soy with Iron and Lipids
- Western Family Soy with Iron
- Western Family Soy with Iron and Lipids

Follow-up Iron-fortified Formulas That Do Not Require Medical Statements When They are Served to Infants at the Ages Indicated

When Served to Infants 4 Months and Older:

These types of formulas do not require medical statements when they are served to infants 4 months of age or older. (A medical statement is required if any of these are served to infants younger than 4 months of age.):

- Mead Johnson Enfamil next Step Lipil
- Mead Johnson Enfamil Prosobee Lipil
- Nestle Good Start 2 Essentials
- Nestle Good Start 2 Essentials Soy
- Nestle Good Start 2 Supreme with Iron and Lipids
- Nestle Good Start 2 Supreme Soy with Iron and Lipids
- Ross Similac 2 Advance
- Ross Similac Isomil 2 Advance

Contact

If you have any questions please contact your Area Program Office.